®

Your Total Solution for
Modern Mortgage Origination

Engineered for High Performance
Todays environment requires high-performance technology. Boost overall performance, streamline and optimize all
phases of the loan origination process with PointCentral®. Calyx Softwares comprehensive solutions offer efficient,
accurate, easy-to-use tools to maximize your productivity.

Our software enables you to:
 Establish Business Rules for Compliance
Checkpoints and Advanced Workflows

 Remotely Access Loan Files Securely

 Go Paperless

 Configure Multiple Branches with Granular
Access Rights

 View File Changes using Audit Trails

 Create Custom Screens and Documents

 Generate Corporate Management Reports with
Centralized Reporting

 Automate Pop-Up Reminders

 Secure and Standardize Files and Nomenclature
with Centralized Loan Data and Templates

 Gain Comprehensive Control

 Employ Seven Layers of Security
 Stay Organized using Document Management

Accomplish More.
Lets get started! Contact Calyx Today.
Facebook.com/CalyxSoftware
Twitter.com/CalyxSoftware
LinkedIn.com/company/Calyx-Software

Sales@CalyxSoftware.com

1.800.362.2599

Comprehensive Solution
Zip online borrower interview
Make your borrowers happy! Introducing Zip, the most affordable,
easy-to-use online borrower interview available. Zip is your intelligent,
dynamic loan interview conveniently accessible to borrowers via
your personalized URL.

INK-it® electronic signature
Increase your workflow efficiency, reduce costs and improve the
way you work using INK-it. A simple and secure, best-in-class
electronic signature product, INK-it, is designed to work seamlessly
with Calyx products.

Pricer1® product and pricing engine
Get the speed, accuracy and documentation your business demands
using Pricer1, our highly-efficient and configurable product and
pricing engine. With best execution pricing for investor products
and street pricing for portfolio products, you have the best of both
worlds instantly at your fingertips.

Portfolio Producer product pricing and findings report engine
Mitigate Fair Lending risk while efficiently pricing and prequalifying portfolio loans using Portfolio Producer. Combine
your specific program guidelines with our powerful engine to produce consistent, unbiased, documented findings
reports in seconds.

Point® Software Development Kit system-to-system connections
Mortgage processes move swiftly when your technology is connected. The Point Software Development Kit (SDK)
keeps your systems in sync. Whether linking to contracted vendors, your core system or other essential software
applications, Calyx provides the tools you need to keep your business moving forward.

WebCaster® website tool
Work smarter with potential prospects and clients. Use WebCaster to gather borrower information online, communicate
with potential borrowers, manage document delivery and signatures and more.

Point Mobile® connect to Point from your smart phone
Easily capture prospect information, calculate mortgage payments, start new loan applications, check individual loan
status, and view your current loan pipeline, regardless of your location, with Point Mobile app. Take advantage of
real-time communication between Point® and your smartphone to stay connected and on top of your borrowers
needs.

Accomplish More.

Lets get started! Contact Calyx Today.
Facebook.com/CalyxSoftware
Twitter.com/CalyxSoftware
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